INTRODUCTION

“In 2020, online lying literally killed,” (Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 2021). These startling words describing the grave threat medical misinformation poses came from the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists at the beginning of 2021. Medical misinformation should be concerning to all because its spread has become easier and it could impact the capability for individuals to care for themselves. Further, the care providers in our communities may already have part of the solution at their fingertips.

What Role Has Social Media Played?

Spreading medical misinformation has become easier and more pressing than ever thanks in large part to social media. Social media’s rise has blurred the line between reputable sources and misinforming sources (CBS Sunday Morning, 2021; Rosenberg et al., 2020). The blur between reputable and misinforming sources has become more pressing in current times because people are more reliant on social media for their information (Suciu, 2019). When the information ecosystem within social media becomes so polluted, many people have a hard time knowing what to believe. Nearly half of adults in a recent survey said discerning truth on social media is at least “somewhat hard,” (Rainie et al., 2019). When people can not trust the most readily available information to them, it makes deliberately false information appear closer to reality (CBS Sunday Morning, 2021), hindering the ability of individuals acting in good faith from making sound decisions for their own well-being.

Such an inability to make informed decisions is an even more pronounced issue in communities outside of the United States. Misinformation remains a larger problem in these communities because of the nature of the
platforms that people prefer. Specifically, WhatsApp, a free social media platform that allows more than 2 billion people worldwide to call and message across boundaries (WhatsApp, 2021a), appears more popular outside of the United States. While WhatsApp has done wonders for connecting people around the globe, its end to end encryption setup has made combating disinformation more challenging. End to end encryption, the process by which only the sender and receiver of a message can see the contents of the message (WhatsApp, 2021b), can make the spread of misinformation easier because of the trust built between the sender and receiver and the sense of security provided by the encryption (Gursky and Woolley, 2021, p. 1). As such, WhatsApp has recently come under harsh criticism for the role it plays in allowing misinformation to spread. Researchers from the BBC in 2018 found that the ease with which WhatsApp users can share information in many groups combined with the lack of fact checking due to an overflow of information leads to an increased spread of misinformation (Waterson, 2018).

Not only has the problem continued since then, but it also appears to be affecting some people’s opinions on receiving the COVID-19 vaccine. One respondent in a study on attitudes towards the COVID-19 vaccine described how the flurry of information in WhatsApp groups can cause her to tune out both misinformation and legitimate information alike, saying, “There’s like all WhatsApp groups and things, there was just stuff flying around on that and videos and all sorts and it was just like awful, what is the truth, what's not…” (Lockyer et al., 2021, p. 1163). When the toxicity of unchecked misinformation meets the issue of vaccines, getting people to make decisions in the interest of their own health becomes challenging. The 2021 Opinions and Lifestyle Survey from the Office of National Statistics of Great Britain showed that young people ages 16-29, a generation more likely to view anti-vaccine content on social media, are also more likely to be hesitant about the vaccine (Davis et al., 2021, p. 3; Stokes, 2021). These recent developments suggest that medical misinformation should concern citizens who might trust information on social media to make medical decisions as well as the medical and public health community.

**Why More Doctors Should Intervene**

The question concerning public health practitioners should not be whether or not to intervene. Rather, the more pressing question should be how to intervene. We need changes that reach those targeted by misinformation with correct information from reputable sources. If we don’t have one of those three things, the efficacy of the message will be diminished.

I believe that using social media to make the advice of medical doctors more widely available is the correct approach because scientists and doctors are already trusted messengers for much of the public. While the studies on the trust placed in providers may be somewhat limited, the information present is incredibly promising. In 2010, Gallup’s Health and Healthcare Survey found that 70% of respondents trust the information their provider gives them (Gallup, 2021). Similarly, scientists earned about 70% of public trust in a recent Pew study, with majorities from both left-wing and right-wing leaning respondents (Rainie et al., 2019). So, medical doctors and scientists seem like ideal messengers to combat disinformation.

Based on how the COVID-19 pandemic played out, encouraging doctors/public health professionals to build their own platform and cultivate community virtually seems to have potential. In a world where so much medical/public health information can come at people so quickly, having direct communication with trusted messengers regarding the most important updates can be helpful for the lay public (Gottlieb and Dyer, 2020). Some medical professionals are already cultivating such a following. For example, Dr. Esther Choo increased her follower count by roughly 80,000 followers between early 2020 and the end of 2021 (Gottlieb and Dyer, 2020; Choo, 2021). While the experience of one provider cannot represent what the experience of other providers would be like in a similar situation, the jump in following shows a potential opportunity for other providers to build on the trust they have with their patients and provide reliable information more quickly in the face of profuse misinformation/disinformation.

However, in order for this strategy to mute medical misinformation/disinformation more broadly, the information coming from medical doctors and scientists needs to be more widespread and coming from more voices. Previous studies on physician social media use vary in their conclusions on the proportion of physicians on social media, with estimates anywhere between 9.5% and 65% (Usher, 2011, p. 315; Cooper et al., 2011, p. 961). While that is a majority of physicians surveyed, multiple avenues for improvement exist. First, the incentives necessary to encourage those who do not yet use the platforms should be considered. While each individual physician might have different reasons for not joining, a couple of commonly cited concerns regarding the idea...
of doctors joining include privacy and potentially poor professional ramifications for derogatory posts (McCartney, 2012; Ventola, 2014; Lambert et al., 2012, pp. 42-44). Other doctors who might have been on social media previously might be able to give guidance to those starting off regarding best practices for engaging. Also, given the particular focus on countries like the United States and Australia in leading studies on the issue (Cooper et al., 2012; Usher, 2011; Benetoli, 2018, p. 440), it is unclear whether or not physician social media use has been studied worldwide. Given the unique risk posed to communities outside the United States, more specific research into this topic could be useful in identifying potential gaps between patients and physicians in these areas. Such findings might be instrumental in addressing gaps in information between patient and provider.

By encouraging more doctors/public health professionals to build social media platforms and proactively answer questions in the public interest, more people will be reached with accurate medical information on demand. In an ideal world, people could search for the information that their primary care provider gives. This approach has two benefits. First, it bypasses some trust issues some partisans have in government agencies and government officials (Rainie et al., 2019). Second, the trust built in this constant communication could correlate to citizens feeling better about their health, as one meta-analysis suggests (Birkhäuser et al., 2017). Transparency remains an important element of physician communication to build trust among patients (Thom and Campbell, 1997, as cited in Lee and Lin, 2009, p. 256), and social media gives physicians more opportunities to communicate with their patients on a more consistent basis about developments that may affect their health and/or well-being. Obviously, this idea would need to be tested on a broader scale before the positive impacts can be fully understood. But given the already tremendous opportunity cost of medical misinformation and the erosion of trust in common information sources, at least experimenting with building a social media presence to answer common questions/concerns of their communities should be a worthwhile tradeoff for doctors and/or public health professionals.

CONCLUSION

Doctors and public health professionals should accelerate a transition to communicating with patients over social media if they want to make a dent in the medical misinformation problem. If these professionals make this transition, these individuals can more quickly spread accurate information before faulty information infects decision making instead of reacting after the damage has already been done (Del Vicario et al., 2016, Shu et al., 2020). Given the success of doctors who have already ventured in this direction and the tremendous opportunity cost of inaction, expanding social media outreach about pertinent public health matters appears to be a low-hanging fruit. Such an expansion could help those already overwhelmed trying to combat misinformation make meaningful strides forward.
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